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Instructions for SugarBank 
 
SugarBank is the agent for the Revolver Banks.  SugarBank has retained you to negotiate on 
behalf of the Revolver Banks over the Joint Plan.  Your sole objective is to maximize the 
Revolver Banks' recovery of its $300 million claims against each of Nucorp and the Oil 
Affiliates.  This task requires you to: 
 

 knock out the guaranty given by Energy to the Bondholders to the extent that such 
guaranty would be considered a fraudulent conveyance  under§ 548, 

 reduce the Bondholders' claim against Nucorp to the extent that this claim constitutes 
"unmatured interest" under§ 506(b)(2),   

 enforce the personal guaranties of the Roberts family, 

 defend your client's various security interests in the assets of the Debtors,  

 defend any claims that your client received preferences from any of the Debtors, and  

 maximize the Revolver Banks claims against each of the Debtors, thereby taking as 
much cash and stock in the reorganized Debtors as possible.  

With respect to the Revolver Banks' claims against each Oil Affiliate, assume that the Court  
would enforce each Oil Affiliate guaranty to the extent that each company received proceeds  
under the Revolver.   
 
The Revolver Banks also received a security interest in all of the assets (including the common 
stock) of the Oil Affiliates.  The Revolver Banks, therefore, are entitled to all of the assets of 
each of the Oil Affiliates, but only to the extent that each interest is not avoidable by the Trustee.    
 
Furthermore, the Revolver Banks' liens do not attach to monies recovered under§ 547, and it is 
uncertain whether the bank’s liens extend directly to Nucorp recoveries on fraudulent transfer 
actions.  At the same time, an Oil Affiliate prepetition claim against any of the Debtors would 
probably be covered under any particular blanket lien held by the Revolver Banks.   
 
Consider, at a minimum, these arguments when negotiating: 
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 the treatment of the Oil Affiliates' loans to Nucorp and subsequent payment by Nucorp  

to the Revolver Banks, and  
 

 the value of the Revolver Banks'  secured and/or unsecured claims against the Debtors. 
These points are critical to maximizing your client's recovery. 

 
With respect to the Bondholders' claim against Nucorp, you should not assume that the maturity 
value represents the value of the claim.  You are authorized to fix this claim as appropriate and 
as consistent with the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code. 
 
With respect to Energy's guaranty of the Bondholders' claim, you should assume that the Court 
would apply traditional tracing rules, and thus uphold the guaranty to the extent that value was 
received by Energy. 
 
You are authorized to take any combination of cash, reorganized Energy stock and reorganized 
Resources common stock to satisfy all of the Revolver Banks' claims. Your client is particularly 
interested in taking control of Resources, which has significant upside potential. In addition, you 
may agree to satisfy the claims of each Oil Affiliate trade group and any inter-affiliate claims in 
cash, but you should feel free to use this point as leverage. 
  


